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The last 50 years have been a long and wondrous journey. 
Truly, we have come a long way since 1962, when our compa-
ny was founded with the main objective of undertaking 
civil construction works. Somewhere along the way, we 
grew and diversified in the fields of Mining, Construction, 
Manufacturing, International Trading, Renewable Energy 
and Healthcare. While our portfolio has been diverse, the 
core values that drive us have stayed the same. Integrity, 
ethics, excellence and responsibility - these four beacons 
have illuminated every step on this journey, taking us 
farther and higher, expanding our vision and fuelling our 
ambition. Another aspect that has stayed consistent 
throughout this journey is our unceasing quest for new 
opportunities. Each new opportunity is analyzed with 
utmost care, not just for the financial returns but also for 
its compatibility with the value system of our organization. 
We are confident that our exponential growth over the 
next decade will be built over the edifice of our values, a 
dedicated pool of personnel, investment in state-of-the-art 
technologies and the continued trust of our clients. Our 
practice of giving back to society has bestowed us with the 
unwavering trust of our employees, shareholders and soci-
ety. We hope to continue this legacy in the way we conduct 
our present and future businesses.
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Introduction

A song among the stones comes to life with an essence of timeless beauty and elegance. None 
on earth can replicate the grace and glamour of a real stone. Except our exquisite range of stone 
veneers. Veneers are lightweight, flexible, acrylic sheets with a layer of natural stone. The final 
product is a beautiful natural stone effect which is easy to cut, transport and install. Available in 
a variety of textures and colour palettes; stone veneers are extensively used in furniture, doors, 
windows, kitchens, washrooms and even as fashion accessories.

At Stonearth, we design and create exquisite stones for homes and businesses. Each piece of our 
natural stone veneer is a masterpiece and is crafted uniquely to complement your individual 
project.



As the demand of stone veneers increased, so 
did our wide product line. Today, Stonearth 
veneers are available in almost any colour and 
style imaginable. Browse through our product 
gallery and we’ll make sure you’re thoroughly 
impressed.

Product Gallery

Stone Veneers are lightweight, flexible and colourful with unlimited architectural possibilities.

• Veneers fit onto every surface that are now-a-days used in construction.
• Veneers are significantly easier to install even on curved areas.
• Veneers are available in many colours and in a variety of desired shapes and sizes.
• Veneers are durable and shock resistant.
• It is easy to maintain stone veneers and requires no special cleaning device.
• Changing weather conditions have no effect on veneers. 
• Lastly, veneers give a wonderful look to your home.

Advantages
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Size :  4ft X 2ft    |    Thickness : (1 – 3)mm    |    Colour Variants : 37

Application:
This easy-to-install and light weight veneer can be used as tiles. It can be useful in covering small areas of furniture. 
As it does not require any fastener, it can be installed on facades of high elevation buildings as well.

Opaque Stone Veneer

Autumn Rustic Grey Beauty California Gold

Copper Deoli Green Golden

Silver Grey Indian Autumn Zeera Green

Kund Black Kund Multi Line Black
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Size :  4ft X 2ft    |    Thickness : (1 – 3)mm    |    Colour Variants : 37

Application:
This easy-to-install and light weight veneer can be used as tiles. It can be useful in covering small areas of furniture. 
As it does not require any fastener, it can be installed on facades of high elevation buildings as well.

Opaque Stone Veneer

Ocean Pink Multi Sanjeevani White

Shine Copper Autumn Black Silver Shine

Steel Copper Steel Grey Tan Brown

Terra Red Tan White Forest Fire



Dholpur Beige

Lime Copper Lime Gold

Lime Green

Lime Grey

Lime Peacock Lime Pink

Mint

Rain Forest BrownRain Forest Green

TeakwoodRainbow

Rain Forest Gold
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Size :  4ft X 2ft    |    Thickness : (1 – 3)mm    |    Colour Variants : 37

Application:
This easy-to-install and light weight veneer can be used as tiles. It can be useful in covering small areas of furniture. 
As it does not require any fastener, it can be installed on facades of high elevation buildings as well.

Opaque Stone Veneer
Size :  4ft X 2ft    |    Thickness : (1 – 3)mm    |    Colour Variants : 24

Application:
This veneer is an alternative to the expensive Onyx stone. It is useful in highlighting specific areas like bar counters, 
ceilings, wall-highlights, etc. It can also be used in covering articles like lamps and table-tops.

Translucent Stone Veneer

Autumn Rustic
(Yellow Light)

Autumn Rustic
(White Light)

Grey Beauty
(White Light)

Grey Beauty
(Yellow Light)

California Gold
(White Light)

Copper
(Yellow Light)

Copper
(White Light)

Deoli Green
(Close-up)

Golden 
(Close-up)

Silver Shine
(Yellow Light)

Line Black
(White Light)Golden

(Yellow Light)
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Size :  4ft X 2ft    |    Thickness : (1 – 3)mm    |    Colour Variants : 24

Application:
This veneer is an alternative to the expensive Onyx stone. It is useful in highlighting specific areas like bar counters, 
ceilings, wall-highlights, etc. It can also be used in covering articles like lamps and table-tops.

Translucent Stone Veneer

Steel Copper
(White Light)

Steel Copper
(Close-up)

Tan Brown
(White Light)

Tan Brown
(Close-up)

Terra Red
(Close-up)

Terra Red
(White Light)

Sanjeevani White
(Yellow Light)

Shine Copper
(Close-up)

Silver Grey 
(Yellow Light)
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Size :  4ft X 2ft    |    Thickness : (1 – 3)mm    |    Colour Variants : 24

Application:
This veneer is an alternative to the expensive Onyx stone. It is useful in highlighting specific areas like bar counters, 
ceilings, wall-highlights, etc. It can also be used in covering articles like lamps and table-tops.

Translucent Stone Veneer

Indian Autumn 
(Yellow Light)

Indian Autumn
(White Light)

Indian Autumn

Indian Autumn
(Close-up)

Zeera Green
(Close-up)

Kund Black
(White Light)

Pink Multi
(Close-up)

Shine Copper
(White Light)

Zeera Green
(Yellow Light)
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Size :  4ft X 2ft    |    Thickness : (1 – 3)mm    |    Colour Variants : 24

Application:
This veneer is an alternative to the expensive Onyx stone. It is useful in highlighting specific areas like bar counters, 
ceilings, wall-highlights, etc. It can also be used in covering articles like lamps and table-tops.

Translucent Stone Veneer

Forest Fire
(White Light)

Kund Multi
(White Light)

Ocean
(White Light)

Steel Grey
(White Light)

Silver Grey
(White Light)

Zeera Green
(White Light)

Tan White
(White Light)

Tan White 
(Yellow Light)

Autumn Black
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Size : 8ft X 4ft    |    Thickness : (1 – 3)mm    |    Colour Variants : 28

Application:
This full slab veneer is used to cover whole areas like doors, walls, floors, etc. without any break or joint. This can 
be used around columns as well.

Opaque Stone Veneer

California Gold Copper Deoli Green

Indian Autumn Zeera Green Kund Multi

Line Black Ocean Silver Shine

Autumn Rustic

Steel Grey

Tan Brown

Golden

Silver Grey
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Autumn Rustic California Gold Deoli Green

Indian Autumn Kund Black Kund Multi

Line Black Tan Brown Tan White

Sanjeevani White

Size :  4ft X 2ft    |    Thickness : (0.5 - 0.7)mm    |    Colour Variants : 22

Application:
This really thin and flexible veneer can be curved and bent 180 degrees without breaking it. It is useful over places 
with steep curvatures like rounded table sides. It can even be pasted or stitched over articles like sofas, cushions, 
diaries, etc. 

Thin Stone Veneer

Copper Ocean
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Size : 8ft X 4ft    |    Thickness : (1 – 3)mm    |    Colour Variants : 28

Application:
This full slab veneer is used to cover whole areas like doors, walls, floors, etc. without any break or joint. This can 
be used around columns as well.

Opaque Stone Veneer

Grey Beauty Kund Black Pink Multi Sanjeevani White

Shine Copper Autumn Black Terra Red
Tan White

Rain Forest BrownRain Forest Green

Teakwood Rainbow

Rain Forest GoldForest Fire
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Size :  4ft X 2ft    |    Thickness : (0.5 - 0.7)mm    |    Colour Variants : 22

Application:
This really thin and flexible veneer can be curved and bent 180 degrees without breaking it. It is useful over places 
with steep curvatures like rounded table sides. It can even be pasted or stitched over articles like sofas, cushions, 
diaries, etc. 

Thin Stone Veneer 

Forest Fire Golden

Grey Beauty Multi Pink

Shine Copper Silver ShineSteel Grey

Zeera Green

Autumn Black 

Terra Red 

Autumn Rustic

Autumn Black

Indian Autumn 

Terra Red
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Thin Stone Veneer Flexibility
Size : 4ft X 2ft  |  Thickness : (0.5 - 0.7)mm  |   Colour Variants : 22
Application:
This really thin and flexible veneer can be curved and bent 180 degrees without breaking it. It is useful over places
with steep curvatures like rounded table sides. It can even be pasted or stitched over articles like sofas, cushions, 
diaries, etc
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Cutting 
Veneer can be cut with tin snips, a metal shear, wet saw, or 

table saw with carbide blade. Cutting curves is best done 

using long nosed tin snips.

Adhesives 
All adhesives should be tested prior to any installation 

including consideration of moisture and temperature in the 

planned environment. If the application is outdoors, 

consideration to thermal expansion should be taken into 

account. Since the sheets is only a veneer it must expand 

and contract the same as the substrate or delamination may 

occur. 

Hand Rollers 
A hand roller is recommended to remove air between sheet 

and substrate. To properly roll out trapped air start in the 

middle of a sheet while firmly rolling out towards the edge. 

Do not press too hard while rolling as this may cause too 

much adhesive to push out. Proper back-filling and good 

rolling techniques will result in a solid hard surface. Do not 

use non-catalyzing (water vapor type) cure adhesives 

where the substrate is a moisture barrier. Non-catalyzing 

adhesive will not cure properly if applied between non-

porous materials.

Flexibility
Stone Veneer can be used the same way thin laminate type 

products are used. It will bend to a minimum radius 

depending on the stone color or type before cracking. With 

the assist of heat smaller radii can be achieved. Testing 

should always be done prior to any installation. It can be 

arched or bent inward or outward to meet a given look or 

architecture. Fiberglass strand are used in the makeup of 

Stone Veneer which gives it strength and flexibility.
Installation can be easily done using many of the basic tools 

used in most tile work.

Preparation & Layout 
Prior to application it is best to clean, brush, and degrease 

any surface of dust or oils. Depending on the adhesive used, 

it may be necessary to prep the back of the Stone Veneer by 

sanding or scuffing the back to expose the fiberglass. Some 

adhesives may require the use of solvents or recommended 

primer by the adhesive manufacturer.
A preliminary dry fit of veneers allows for arrangements and 

orientation of individual sheets, patterns, textures, and 

colors before final placement. It is recommended that each 

sheet be dry fit exactly where it will be placed on all 

surfaces. 

Tiling, Grouting & Joining 
Veneer can be also be used to create a tiled effect by leaving 

a grout joint between cut pieces. Sheets may also be butt 

joined for a minimal seam look. 

Sealers 
Stone Veneer can be sealed with the same sealers used for 

slate, stone tiles, and wood. There are many sealers on the 

market with various recommended applications. Please 

test any sealer for the desired luster and penetration 

required prior to installation. 
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This project involved covering an old door with Silver Shine Veneer. Proper 
surface prep is important. The surface was sanded and brushed clean before 
the Veneer was installed
Veneer is laid out and cut with sheet metal shears. Cutting is simple because of 
its thin, flexible nature. Note the back of the material is scribed with a knife.

DOOR INSTALL

Veneer can be used for flooring with the proper adhesive 
and application techniques. Since it is not a thick solid 
stone it is not recommended for high traffic areas. 

FLOORING

Subfloor materials:

For new installations Veneer is best adhered over most standard 

subfloor materials such as cement board, and backer board usually in 

the ½” to ¼” thickness range. Using a layer of cement board or backer 

board over wood floors will result in a more solid feel to the finished 

floor. 

Installation on Walls

OVER EXISTING TILE SAVES TIME AND MONEY. Since you don't need to remove the tile, you can simply adhere Veneer over it. 

You will also save time and labor by not renovating what tile there is. As long as the tile is sound why remove it? With this type of 

resurfacing you can reduce the environmental impact of a total renovation AND keep the existing plumbing. 

AfterBefore 



Please take a walk through the following sample 
homes complemented with our wide range of 
stone veneers.Photo Gallery











Completed 
Projects

Browse through some of our 
completed architectural marvels, 
across the national and interna-
tional markets.

COPPER - COLOMBIA

COPPER - COLOMBIAAUTUMN RUSTIC & TAN WHITE - COLOMBIA

OCEAN - JAPAN

STEEL COPPER - JAPAN



SHINE COPPER - JAPAN

COPPER - JAPAN

KUND BLACK - JAPANAUTUMN RUSTIC - JAPAN

KUND MULTI - JAPAN

SILVER GREY - JAPAN

SHINE COPPER - JAPAN

CALIFORNIA GOLD - JAPAN

COPPER & INDIAN AUTUMN - COLOMBIA KUND MULTI - COLOMBIA

TAN BROWN - NEW DELHI, INDIA

INDIAN AUTUMN - COLOMBIA




